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Refuge occupiers post video; Bundy seeks jail vistors
Nevada lawmaker, gun rights advocate coming to Oregon
Wanda Moore

POSTED: 8:05 PM PST February 8, 2016 

New video of holdouts

On Day 38 of the armed occupation of the Malheur Wildlife Refuge near Burns, one of the
last four remaining occupiers, David Fry, has posted more videos.

It comes after a week of silence on his YouTube page. He said
it was because the FBI had asked him to stop posting videos
and cut off his means of communications.

The videos give a rare look at life on the refuge since the FBI
put up blockades late last month.

"You can see, here we've got Camp Finicum going," Fry said in
the video, pointing at a tarp with the name of Robert "LaVoy"
Finicum, killed by Oregon state Police on Hwy. 395 north of
Burns two weeks ago.

Fry is not mincing words in his videos.

"If they want to get in the way, we've got guns," Fry said.

Fry said he talked with the FBI and that after they cut off his cellphone, he decided to post videos again.
He now has a phone provided by the FBI to communicate with agents.

"It's time to fight," Fry said.
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Fry also showed himself driving in government vehicles on the refuge.

"Driving your vehicle right now. More charges," Fry said.

Two other occupiers, Sean and Sandy Anderson, said they've been wanting to leave but they did not
hear about the deal some of the other occupiers got, which was to leave immediately and avoid facing
charges.

"We never got that phone call. We didn't know," Sean Anderson said.

They said they're only going to leave if charges are dropped and are calling on groups like the group the
Idaho Three Percenters for help.

"They were supposed to be the buffer zone," Sean Anderson said. "What happened to that?"

Fry said he talked to the Rev. Franklin Graham and asked him to pray for them. On his Facebook page,
Graham said: "Will you join me in praying for a peaceful resolution to the situation, for each protester
involved and their family members, and for the FBI and law enforcement working so hard to resolve this
crisis?"

The post was shared over 10,000 times.

Fry also showed what he called booby-traps, like plastic bottles on the ground, to hear when FBI agents
are coming.

"We're only defending ourselves against an oncoming onslaught," Fry said.

Fry also talked about people who don't support the group.

"These are the people we need to get rid off," Fry said.

He also called for help from anyone to remove the FBI.

"Lets kick these guys out of this country, out of this state -- out of every state," Fry said.

Meanwhile, Ammon Bundy's lawyers released another audio recording of Bundy from jail, in which he
asks elected officials to come meet with him and other jailed occupiers.

Nevada Assemblywoman Michele Fiore is scheduled to go to Portland on Thursday, allong with other
elected officials. A spokesperson for Fiore said the names of those officials have not been be released
yet.

Cliven Bundy, Ammon Bundy's father, reportedly plans to travel to Portland as well, but the
spokesperson for Fiore said the assemblywoman does not know about any such travel plans by Cliven
Bundy.

Copyright 2016 KTVZ. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or
redistributed
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• Reply •

Michael_Funke_24 •  15 hours ago

Fry is clearly deranged. And Sean Anderson still thinks he deserves a "get out of jail
free" card after urging people to kill cops. Michele Fiore is Nevada's Bachmann. What a
bunch of miscreants. Gotta be embarrassing even to the oathkeepers, but maybe not.

  17△ ▽  

• Reply •

Falcon Hawke •  16 hours ago

Hopefully if Cliven visits, he will be the third Bundy to be arrested in Oregon...
  17△ ▽  

• Reply •

roscoe  •  4 hours ago> Falcon Hawke

Yep, though it's unlikely. My only beef with the fed's dealings with the Bundys is
that they won't enforce the law, shut down Cliven Bundy's ranch, and attempt to
collect the $1,000,000.00+ he owes the BLM/American taxpayers. For some
reason, this arrogant meatball gets free grazing rights for 20 years, while honest
ranchers are paying their fair share.

And don't get me started about the $530,000.00 SBA loan that Ammon Bundy
has outstanding, which, by the way he abandons his business for a winter-long
vacation in Oregon, makes me virtually certain that taxpayers will be paying for
in the future. These people, under the pathetic rubric of "patriots", are a scab on
Americans who follow the rules and lead an honest life.

  7△ ▽  

• Reply •

saireygamp •  14 hours ago

if the FBI tries to remove them by force, watch the screaming about abuse, murder etc,
yet the fly in the face of the entire country. These people are not wanted here

  13△ ▽  

P N West •  15 hours ago

As to Michele Fiore, she should stay the hell out of our great state if she intends to
come here and stir up trouble. Do not forget that the people that she is coming up here
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• Reply •

to support actually told Sheriff Ward's mother that they were going to kidnap him and
other Oregon officials, try them in one of their kangaroo courts and hang them. We don't
need right wing politicians coming up here looking for photo ops.

  13△ ▽  

• Reply •

JaneyR  •  2 hours ago> P N West

What? I hadn't heard that about the Sheriff. That's terrible and sounds totally
ignorant like the KKK. Bundy's group did that...or was it some of the local anti
government types that headed over to Burns to get in on the action?

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Sparkz •  12 hours ago

Got news for ya, "occupiers". Even if the land were to be given to the state, it would be
sold off to the highest bidders. Guess what? You won't see many family ranchers at that
table. Hope you like more barbed wire and no trespassing signs. Doesn't sound like
freedom to me.

  10△ ▽  

• Reply •

DB  •  4 hours ago> Sparkz

It would make a great destination resort. Palm Springs would have nothing on it.
  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

Century01  •  5 hours ago> Sparkz

So you are saying the state always sells off all state property to the highest
bidders now?

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Sparkz  •  3 hours ago> Century01

Thanks for asking. Yes, in fact, much of that land would be sold off. The
reason is because it costs money for the state to maintain. Even the
wildfire management of federal public lands costs upwards of 2 billion per
year and that is just one expense. Perhaps you want higher taxes to
offset the cost?

Not only that, but 72% of sportsmen in the West depend on access to
public lands for hunting and fishing.

Ranchers are the pawns in this game and there are some deep pockets
behind the scenes who would love the opportunity to own YOUR land.

  6△ ▽  

• Reply •

Bender4250 •  16 hours ago

We don't toxic trash like Michele Fiore coming to Oregon and spewing more hate. Stay
in Nevada there is nothing more in Oregon than there was for Finicum.

  12△ ▽  

• Reply •

P N West •  15 hours ago

"Camp Finicum"? HAHAHAHAHAHA - more like Camp Kookienutz

It's long past time for the FBI and authorities to put an end to this nonsense. Cut off the
power and get this thing over. If these traitors want to go out like Mr Finicum I say let
them. Step it up FBI. It's show time!

  8△ ▽  

• Reply •

localguy1111  •  14 hours ago> P N West

Wow. You are actually cheering for the federal government to kill American
citizens. What the heck is wrong with you? You liberals want gun control and
turn around and say the feds are justified shooting citizens. Total hypocrites

  7△ ▽  

eric_in_redmond  •  12 hours ago> localguy1111

These aren't American citizens, they gave that up when they took up
arms against America. They are threatening to kill law enforcement. What
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• Reply •

arms against America. They are threatening to kill law enforcement. What
the heck is wrong with you, and what the heck is wrong with killing them
first? If it's Us or Them I'm on the side of Us. We're already over a month
late hearing "Come out with your hands up!" You want to die with your
fellow Traitors feel free to join them.

  10△ ▽  

• Reply •

localguy1111  •  5 hours ago> eric_in_redmond

They look another ignorant hypocrite
  2△ ▽  

• Reply •

Barney Lerten   •  4 hours agoMod > localguy1111

I get so tired of commenters that don't make points just lob
putdowns. Haven't you got anything better to say? What if I were
not to allow them - how many comments would you have left?

  7△ ▽  

• Reply •

P N West  •  4 hours ago> Barney Lerten

I believe that localguy1111 should be able to lob his insults. It's
clear that those he insults are more than capable of taking care of
themselves. If you deny him access to posting his messages he
might resort to other more objectionable ways of making his
points. People can read the comments and evaluate their worth.

  3△ ▽  

• Reply • One other person is typing…

Michael_Funke_24  •  4 hours ago> Barney Lerten

Barney, I would be happy with that policy change.
  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

doggone01  •  3 hours ago> Michael_Funke_24

Why? You wouldn't have anything left to say.
  2△ ▽  

• Reply •

another99er  •  2 hours ago> doggone01

Funke is usually very forthcoming with supportive information. 
You however, are not.

  2△ ▽  

• Reply •

another99er  •  2 hours ago> Barney Lerten

I would support that change as well Barney. 
Substance should be the rule, not the exception, and
localguy1111 seems only capable of insults without substance.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

localguy1111  •  6 hours ago> eric_in_redmond

You are so delusional
  2△ ▽  

• Reply •

P N West  •  5 hours ago> eric_in_redmond

They are still Americans. But they are Americans who have
committed treason against their country. I believe that treason is a
capital offense. Let's capture them and upgrade the charges
appropriately. We don't have to execute them per se but they
should be tried for treason.

  1△ ▽  

JaneyR  •  2 hours ago> eric_in_redmond

The occupiers did not take up arms against America. That usually
means you're going to battle with your guns pointed at them and
theirs pointed at you. That's a little dramatic. I agree with you, this
needs to end. Tactically speaking, how will they end it without
destroying the refuge?
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• Reply • △ ▽  

• Reply •

P N West  •  14 hours ago> localguy1111

I would prefer that the kooks still holed up over there surrender
peacefully. But I believe we all have the right to make our own choices. If
the Y'all Qaeda remnants prefer to be martyrs then I say we let them
become martyrs. My only hope is that none of good, decent and hard
working LEOs will be injured in dealing with these obvious drunken and
slow witted hillbillies. We've let this nonsense go on for far too long. As to
you.... You should be speaking up for those poor unarmed young black
males that are being shot down in cold blood by over eager law
enforcement across the country if you are so concerned about citizens
being shot. But somehow I doubt that unarmed black kids getting shot
bothers you as much as heavily armed white right wingers getting exactly
what they asked for.

  9△ ▽  

• Reply •

localguy1111  •  5 hours ago> P N West

What experience do you have with the black community? It's
funny when white liberals pretend like they care.if you care so
much why are u here in bend? You should go 
back to Huston and take care of those poor souls.put your money
where your mouth is.

  3△ ▽  

• Reply •

P N West  •  4 hours ago> localguy1111

I've worked hand in hand with poor folks of various colors and
nationalities as a volunteer with the poor communities in Houston
and up here. I did my time there. I'm retired now and choose to
spend my golden years up here in one of the nicest parts of the
world. If you don't like the fact that I'm here you could always
move to some place that I'm not - maybe Mississippi or Alabama
would be more to your liking. Because I ain't going anywhere and I
intend to tell it like it is just like Howard Cossell used to do. You'll
just have to learn to deal with it.

  3△ ▽  

• Reply •

localguy1111  •  5 hours ago> P N West

Your have a peace sign avatar and praise the government
murdering civilians. You are just a sheep that thinks our
government is the good guys. You probably applaud our
government arming Isis.or wait you probably don't think our
government did...you also clap when our government invades and
bombs other countries too. You nothing more than a numb skull
sheep.

  2△ ▽  

P N West  •  4 hours ago> localguy1111

Do you like my lovely avatar? It represents what America SHOULD
be. A nation where peace is in the forefront. Unlike you I am a
realist who understands that government is a necessary evil. Take
a look at places like Haiti or Somalia where they are run by the
conservative principles of ineffective or nonexistent national
governments. As to the middle east - we shouldn't be there. Since
the cold war ended we should have taken all of our military toys
back home and reduced military spending by 75 or 80%. The
money we could have saved could have been invested in fixing
the country's infrastructure, curing cancer, eliminating poverty,
developing new technologies and probably more important to you
... educating local yokels. No our military shouldn't be going
around stirring up trouble around the globe. Had we not been
meddling in the middle east since WWII ISIS would not exists. Do
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• Reply •

not forget that Osama bin Laden got his start working on our side
against the Ruskis in Afghanistan. All of that crap comes back to
haunt people sooner or later.

  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

localguy1111  •  5 hours ago> P N West

Liberals have a way of twisting the truth to fit their agenda. Libs
are the most ignorant group of Americans you prove that with
nearly every comment.

  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

JaneyR  •  2 hours ago> P N West

I have one child who is in law enforcement. You have no idea what
Ferguson for instance has done for law enforcement in Oregon.
It's awful and I worry every day about her.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

jimyankees2012  •  3 hours ago> localguy1111

Your buddies are low life hypocritical, thugs!
 △ ▽  

• Reply •

JaneyR  •  2 hours ago> localguy1111

It's different now...Fry has made himself an enemy like someone robbing
a bank with hostages would. There are other ways to get him and them
out of there without killing him.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

TioZo  •  6 hours ago> localguy1111

Liberals! How could you possibly define yourself if it wasn't for your
precious enemies?

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

localguy1111  •  3 hours ago> TioZo

You speak for yourself
  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

doggone01  •  3 hours ago> TioZo

So glad I'm not you.
  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

JaneyR  •  2 hours ago> P N West

They need to offer a chance to leave to the couple in that building before they do
anything.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

EllyS •  14 hours ago

How is he posting his videos if his internet & cell service are cut off?

Sounds like his threats are more overt & menacing than those of the earlier occupiers.
  4△ ▽  

• Reply •

JaneyR  •  2 hours ago> EllyS

He must have acquired a cell phone in service somehow.
 △ ▽  

• Reply •

BendPower  •  2 hours ago> EllyS

found a hidden satellite phone per chance ?
 △ ▽  

• Reply •

rightnextdoor •  16 hours ago

These people aren't even good enough for jail.
  4△ ▽  
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• Reply •  4△ ▽  

• Reply •

Concerned •  4 hours ago

Now he is threatening law abiding citizens. Mr. Fry, all of you are living in a fantasy
world. If anyone is harmed in any way, it is totally on you. You are all too young to
destroy your lives by planning to stay in the refuge. Even worse, to kill innocent people
rather than give up. Face your accusers. That' what real men and women do.

  3△ ▽  

• Reply •

RayDuray •  10 hours ago

Quoting the article: "(Occupier David) Fry also showed what he called booby-traps, like
plastic bottles on the ground, to hear when FBI agents are coming."

As a military tactician, David Fry seems a few cards short of a full deck. Littering as a
defense tactic you announce via YouTube? Sheer genius.

David Fry, if you are reading this, consider that the FBI will probably approach you in
one or several Armored Personnel Carriers carrying heavily armed SWAT teams. You
won't need the litter to hear 'em comin', pardner.

  3△ ▽  

• Reply •

Bender4250  •  3 hours ago> RayDuray

Joshua Slocum used carpet tacks on the deck of his sailboat to alert him when
natives boarded his vessel while he was at anchor in Terra del Fuego. Broken
glass bottles are often used as a defensive barrier. Plastic bottles?

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

JaneyR  •  2 hours ago> RayDuray

It's probably all they had handy which might be a clue as to how well equipped
this guy is. They have made an absolute mess.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Falcon Hawke •  17 hours ago

When this particular bunch of dunces gets justice soon, it will be extra satisfying
somehow ...

  4△ ▽  

• Reply •

SJ •  5 hours ago

Words that come to mind to describe this felon are not suitable to share. Once again,
it's time for LE to take action. Maybe this is what LE was waiting for in order to get more
public support. No one cares what happens to these losers. They should be removed
forcefully now before other erratic, deranged and armed bottom-feeders join them.

  2△ ▽  

• Reply •

JaneyR  •  2 hours ago> SJ

The public cares what happens to the Refuge and buildings though.
 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Jeff S. •  7 hours ago

Do the crime, you gotta do the time. - What did you really expect to happen?
  2△ ▽  

• Reply •

DB •  4 hours ago

Spring is coming. Birds will be migrating and nesting. The occupation is taking a back-
page position on local as well as national news. Time to clean house, so to speak, and
prepare the refuge for the law-abiding public.

  1△ ▽  
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